IDS Conference Call Minutes
Sep 15, 2014
Meeting was called to order at approximately 10:00am PT Sep 15, 2014.

Attendees
Graydon Dodson

Lexmark

Ira McDonald

High North

Joe Murdock

Sharp

Brian Smithson

Ricoh

Alan Sukert

Xerox

Bill Wagner

TIC

Rick Yardumian

Canon

Agenda Items
1. No new actions to discuss.
2. Reviewed status from the CCUF-ICCC and MFP Protection Profile (PP) Technical Committee (TC)
Meetings this past week:


Meeting notes were posted on the MFP TC OnlyOffice site
(https://ccusersforum.onlyoffice.com/products/files/doceditor.aspx?fileid=3870496).



Did meet with NIAP and IPA after meeting. Working on now the disk encryption requirements.
NSA IAD wanted us to use the full device encryption (FDE) requirements; we need to put
together a high-level use case on how MFDs actual work with respect to full disk encryption (for
example, someone can’t walk off with an MFP like they could with a laptop and the fact an MFP
hard disk drive will not work unless it is installed in the MFP) and pulling out the applicable SFRs
from the FDE specs that make sense for MFPs.



Went through all 50 open items to get either resolution or a plan on how to attack them.



All 26 member nations signed the new Common Criteria Recognition Agreement (CCRA).



3 TCs have been recognized and approved as international TCs (iTCs) -- USB Portable Storage
Devices, Network Devices, and Full Disk Encryption.



Drafts of the following collaborative PPs have been made available for public comment – Network
Device, Stateful Traffic Filtering Firewall, and Full Disk Encryption.



May consider single function devices like printers in a follow-on to the current MFP PP. IPA will
likely propose that an iTC be established to create an MFP cPP that will include Japan, the US
and probably Korea as the key sponsors.



Is some talk that the MFP PP may be modified after the initial version to require compliance with
several PPs such as FDE and the Network Device PP.



Next draft of MFP PP will be for updates from the TC Meeting; the full disk requirements will be in
the following draft.
th

3. Next IDS Conference Call will be Oct 13 .
Next Steps
 Next IDS Face-to-Face Meeting is Nov 4-6, 2014 in Waltham MA
 Next IDS Conference Call is Oct 13, 2014.
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